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--- Rally Web Services API ---



Capabilities of the Rally Web Services API

Integrate Agile development life cycle with external systems

Extend core functionality of Rally by generating business specific reports

IDE

Version 
Control

Monitoring



Web Service API

Versioned Web Services API

Updates and changes to the core Rally application will not impact any 
custom code, applications or extensions

Supports REST and SOAP

Standards-based API allows access to Rally data from any language

Interactive Web Service Browser

Use a standard web browser to display Rally data in either HTML, XML, 
or JSON

High Performance API

API supports compound queries that return just the data necessary



How does the WS API work?

Request-response model

Client makes the request

request response

Client Internet Rallydev Server



Rally Web Services API
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--- REST ---



REST’ful Web Services

Communication between client and server via HTTP

Base URI for the web service, such as http://example.com/resources/

Internet media type of the data supported by the web service. This is 
often JSON or XML.

The key characteristic of a RESTful Web service is the explicit use of HTTP 
methods to denote the invocation of different operations

The major advantages of REST-services are:

Reusable across platforms (Java, .NET, PHP, etc) since they rely on basic 
HTTP protocol

Basic XML or JSON instead of the complex SOAP XML and are easily 
consumable



HTTP Methods

POST

CREATE

Create a new resource

GET

RETRIEVE

Retrieve a representation of a resource

PUT

UPDATE

Update a resource



REST HTTP Example (XML)



REST HTTP Example (JSON)
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--- Development
Technologies ---



HTML5

Latest revision of HTML specified by W3C

Still in progress

Important thing, major browser support of HMTL5 features is good

The good thing in this project:

We do not bother with IE6 and other outdated, buggy browsers

It‘s a design decision that the Web-based application will run in a 
modern Firefox environment

Use CSS for styling purposes



New features of HTML5 in a nutshell

Backward compatibility and progressive enhancement

New semantic elements, e.g., section, header, footer, etc.

New types of form controls, e.g., date and time, email, etc.

New attributes, e.g., charset on meta and async on script

Drop of deprecated elements, e.g., font, center, applet, etc.

In general, many things can be done more easily with HTML5

With former version, many things had have to be written with additional 
javascript code (e.g., validating stuff, remoting, etc.)



JavaScript Framework

jQuery (http://jquery.com/) 

jQuery is a fast and concise JavaScript Library that simplifies HTML 
document traversing, event handling, animating, and Ajax interactions 
for rapid web development. jQuery is designed to change the way that 
you write JavaScript. --jQuery.com

Cross-Browser: latest version supports IE 6.0+, FF 2+, Safari 3.0+, Opera 
9.0+, Chrome

Extensible: Tons of plugins for common (and uncommon) tasks



jQuery features

Cross browser support and detection

AJAX functions

CSS functions

DOM manipulation

Attribute manipulation

Event detection and handling

Hundreds of plugins for pre-built user interfaces, advanced animations, 
form validation, etc
http://plugins.jquery.com/projects/plugins?keywords=&type=All&sort_by=t
itle

Expandable functionality using custom plugins



jQuery charting plugins



Kinect Interaction

DepthJS (http://depthjs.media.mit.edu/) - ALPHA Version!

Browser Extension that you lets control Webpage Navigation With 
Hand Gestures 

MIT media lab have built this extension which uses Microsoft’s gesture 
based controller

Only for Safari and Chrome with MacOSX or Linux

Video illustration: http://vimeo.com/17180651



Kinect Interaction (II)

No keyboard, no mouse - you can just use hand gestures to perform 
common web actions e.g clicking links, scrolling windows, switching tabs 
and so on

Until now, the DepthJS can recognize the following physical movements:

Presence of hand (registration)

Removal of hand (unregistration)

Hand movement

Quick open and close of hand (“hand click”)

Large swipe up/down/left/right
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--- Development 
Environment ---



IDE

Aptana (http://aptana.com/) 

Standalone IDE or plug it into eclipse 

Support for all the main JS libraries built in 

Dont forget if you are going to use Aptana to write jQuery to enable 
the jQuery Code Assist :

Aptana: Window->Preferences->Aptana->Editors->JavaScript->Code 
Assist-><Check jQuery>



Additional Technologies

Use Subversion

E.g., „Subversive“ Eclipse Plugin (http://www.eclipse.org/subversive/)

Use Firefox as target environment (in fullscreen mode)

Use Firebug for debugging (http://getfirebug.com/)
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--- Next Steps & Tasks ---



Next Steps

Let‘s meet next week and talk about things in more detail

Talk about concepts, e.g., how to write clean code, coding guidelines, 
patterns, anti-patterns, etc.

Define rules and guidelines to stick to throughout implementing the
system

In the meantime, start getting familiar with the tools and technologies
mentioned in this presentation

therefore, it is a wonderful idea to do some home work ;-) tasks
(next slides)



Tasks

Split-up in 3 Teams with different tasks:

jQuery

UI / Charts

REST

Kinect

Interaction Gestures



Tasks – jQuery: UI / Charts

Choose a suitable extension for charting (jQuery plugin)

Develop an example showing the technical feasibility and the different 
needed charts for the scrum visualization



Tasks – jQuery: REST

Choose a suitable extension for REST with JSON payload (jQuery plugin) 
or code it self

Exercise:

Develop an example that calls (GET) a REST service with a JSON 
response and create a JSON object with the result. After that output 
the object.

Example REST service (JSON)
http://api.geonames.org/citiesJSON?north=44.1&south=-9.9&east=-
22.4&west=55.2&lang=de&username=demo

Also available with XML output 
http://api.geonames.org/cities?north=44.1&south=-9.9&east=-
22.4&west=55.2&username=demo



Tasks – Kinect: Interaction Gestures

MacBook and Kinect available in the devlab

Try out the possibilities of the DepthJS browser extension

Create a demo application that recognize the swipe left / right gesture 
and webpage zoom in/out

Check if this ALPHA version is stable enough
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